By Mark James

A talk that was to be given tonight by Palestinian Liberation Organization (PLO) representative Shafik Allam was canceled at the last minute because of a new wave of violence. The announcement was made shortly before the scheduled start of the lecture, which was to have been given in the MIT Union House. "Due to recent events in the Middle East, the PLO representative will not appear," said Rabbi Judah Rose '80, one of the organizers of the event.

The cancellation was announced because of the recent increase in violence in the Middle East, particularly in the West Bank and Gaza Strip. The PLO representative was scheduled to discuss the current situation and the role of the PLO in the peace process.

By Bob Wasserman

The LSC Lecture Series Committee has rescheduled the showing of Monty Python Meets Beyond the Fringe for October 21. This showing will be the New England premiere of the film.

Earlier this month the distributor of the film, New Line Cinema, had announced that Monty Python Meets Beyond the Fringe would be shown on October 7, but that show was cancelled after a star in the film, John Cleese, received death threats.

The film is an animated film about a group of university students who become involved in a series of adventures, including a trip to the moon and a battle with aliens. The film is known for its surreal humor and political satire.

By Leigh A. Slaughter

Pressure predicts scientific plateau.

By David B. Koretz

An underground newspaper on the campus of the University of Wisconsin has published an article entitled "A Roll in the Hay: Gays You on an A" in which the sexual mores of a dozen faculty members are discussed to stu-

The MIT Health Problems Committee (PIC) has received a request for information about the health problems of the MIT community. The committee is currently investigating the issue and will provide a report in the near future.

By D. Slaughter

Researchers at the University of Wyoming have discovered that coyotes like their mutton and are now exploring the sheep a little bit more. This has been prompted by war or political debate is slowing its momentum, according to the report.

Coyotes have been known to attack sheep, especially in areas where there is a lack of prey such as deer. However, this is the first time that coyotes have been seen exploring sheep in this manner.

By D. Slaughter

Takeover.

The lecture, held in the recently renovated Student Union, was one of the events of the "Movement Beyond the Fringe" series. The series is a series of lectures and discussions on the current state of the world and the role of the arts in society.

The lecture was given by Professor David B. Koretz, an economics professor at the University of Wisconsin. Professor Koretz discussed the current state of the world, including the challenges of global warming and the need for innovation in technology.
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Fund drive approaches goal

By Patrick J. Barron

MIT's Leadership Campaign is going according to schedule. The five-year fund-raising campaign that began in April '75 has reached $137 million of its eventual goal of $225 million.

The Leadership Campaign is the third major fund-raising drive in MIT's history, and all have oriented themselves towards specific goals. The decision on the goal was made by the Corporation, with advice from the trustees and key members of the faculty.

After two years of discussion, taking into consideration the projected needs of the Institute, the goal was proposed on what could be realistically achieved.

Fund-raising campaigns such as the Leadership Campaign are of great significance in the Institute's finances. Not only do they provide capital for development and assist in meeting the costs of running MIT for the foreseeable future, but they also create a general awareness among donors of the needs of the Institute. Such a campaign raises the regular amount of gift money received from the wills of alumni and friends of the Institute.

Individuals, foundations, and corporations are the three types of donors to the Campaign, which contribute roughly equal amounts of support. Most of the funds realized are directed towards specific areas of planned development, although the design of the Leadership Campaign call for $20 million in unrestricted funds. These funds also assist in Institute expenses and help counter the effects of inflation on existing plans. Another $100 million is sought for endowment of which $30 million is allocated towards the general endowment. The remaining $80 million will be invested to help support the Student Aid Program, Research and Innovation Funds and to sponsor Distinguished Professorships and Career Development Support for Younger Faculty.

As expected in the planning of the campaign, some areas of need will receive more money in excess of plans while others, such as the $10 million sought for Student Housing and $8.3 million for the New Athletics and Special Events Center have received inadequate support.

The fund-raising campaign involves top ranking members of the MIT administration in fund solicitation. The campaign also depends heavily on the network of alumni around the country working as volunteers. At MIT, the campaign has a total staff of 70 people and the overall cost of running the campaign is estimated to be about 4%-5% of its goal.
**World**

Mid-east plan goes to Arabs — A “working paper” on the Geneva peace conference has been sent to several Arab nations for their consideration. The document has already been approved by the Israeli Cabinet. The United States hopes it will be accepted by the Arabs with few changes because the main point of consensus, Palestinian representation, has been left vague. If the Arabs agree to this proposal, talks may begin in December.

**Nation**

Senate committee reshuffles energy bill — The Energy Tax Bill which the Senate Finance Committee will vote on today has been greatly changed while in committee. Most of the energy taxes have been dropped, and tax credits have been added. After the full Senate votes on the bill, its contents must be matched in the House Energy Bill which includes several energy taxes. President Carter stated during a press conference that if the Congress did not pass an acceptable bill, he would have various options open, including veto and the imposition of gas rationing.

**State**

Gay rights bill dead — The Massachusetts gay rights bill was defeated by a 129 to 94 vote in the House on the second attempt Friday. It would have extended to gays the same rights of privacy as are given to others in the civil rights bill. It would allow gays to enter and use facilities that serve the public, including bars and restaurants.

**Sports**

The World Series

No game was played last night; the series shifts to Los Angeles for games tonight at 8:15pm, Saturday at 4:15pm, and Sunday at 4:15pm.

Previous results:

- Tuesday: New York 4, Los Angeles 3
- Wednesday: New York 1, Los Angeles 6

**WEBSTER'S NEW WORLD THESAURUS**

30,000 major entries, with synonyms listed generally in the order of frequency of use. It gives immediate answers to the student, the writer, the editor, the cross-word puzzle fan, and the average person looking for the right word.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Word</th>
<th>Synonym</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TALENT</td>
<td>GIFT</td>
<td><em>natural aptitude or ability</em></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**WEBSTER'S NEW WORLD DICTIONARY**

More than 100,000 vocabulary entries — more comprehensive definitions than any other dictionary at this price: up-to-date coverage with special emphasis on idiomatic expressions, colloquialisms, and slang.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Word</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ACROSS</td>
<td><em>crosswise</em></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**HEARING and EYEGLASS**

Where prices are down to earth...

- Central Square
- Cambridge, Mass. 02139
- 616-2520

* Does not include Professional Services or Eye Examination

**PROFESSIONAL TYPING**

For Educators, Authors, Architects, Dissertations, Theses, Reports

- Cassette - You tape it... We type it
- Our specialties are long manuscripts with the quickness of a skilled typist
- Types on microfilm, proof reads in New England. We follow any style desired. All work is fully guaranteed.
- Our system permits layout with superior academic appearance.
- Call now. 617-252-2986

**SIDWALK SALE!**

TODAY 2PM to 6PM

**THE COOP**

M.I.T. STUDENT CENTER
Essay contest idea poorly implemented

By William Laser

Where one sees two moons in the sky, one assumes that it is the wine, not
that they are there.

That's a quip from The Mark of Apollo by Mary Renault, and from it
flows the theme of the "Two Moons Written Composition Competition,"
organized by the Undergraduate Association.

The rules of the contest are simple: write an essay, short story, poem or
other composition "of a descriptive or analytical nature dealing with
MIT and you." The sole judge will be the president of the student body.

Competitors will be judged on the basis of "insight, perception" and
"expression of thought." Entries will not be judged on "writing style, genre," or "point of view."

That's all there is to it. Except, of course, that there is a cash prize
involved — $50 to be exact. There will be eight prizes, all three reserved
for incoming students. That's a total of $400.

It seems a reasonable proposition — an investment of higher learning
promoting reason analysis of pertinent issues. What is more academic and
academic than an essay contest?

But Berke's plan raises several questions, many of a serious nature
within the one that immediately springs to mind: what does the title
mean, and what does the quip have to do with MIT or anything else?

As the Undergraduate Association president justified in spending
a substantial sum of money on this type of activity: "If the UI has
nothing better to spend its moneys on in an era of ever-increasing tu-
ition and costs, the $500 entered in the contest should be released from
what is currently appropriated.

Berke's is this: but the idea of offering a cash prize as an incentive
seems to defeat the purpose of the venture. Honest, open
exchange of opinions is necessary to evaluate the quality of the MIT
student, and in any case the students have no place in such a contest.

Second, the issue of the UAP spending the undergraduates' moneys
without, so to speak, their consent, is one which merits some thought.

Third, why does the writer define his or herself under the rubric of some
collective group of students?

The idea of an essay contest is not a bad one. There are several areas
of concern to MIT students which might be discussed and to which
students might be proposed. But a contest whose theme is
unjustifiable, offering as an main incentive cold, hard cash and judgment
by one individual whose qualifications are questionable, is of doubtful
validity.

Berke's action is an unsuccessful attempt to implement what
would have been a valuable and stimulating activity. His use of "dis-
counters" is rather unintended purposes. It raises important questions of the propriety of future appropriations under the personal control of the UAP.

Mark J. Munkacsi '78
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Feedback Quotes key to Bakke decision

To the Editor:

The editorial comments made by William Lasser concerning a
qualification for the University of California's affirmative action
policies underlined a misunderstanding of the real issues in-
olved. The question is this: "Can arbitrary and largely irrelevant in-
formation be used as an integral part of a decision making pro-
cess?" Mr. Lasser claims that the consideration of race in a univer-
sity's admission process is justifiable and in the public interest that
racial diversity is beneficial. He claims that under no circumstances
should discrimination be based upon arbitrary criteria such as
race and religion be tolerated. If this is not so then what was once
considered to be arbitrary is ad-

more all arbitrary discrimination is illegal. Someone is always

suffering and no decision is based on the situation but rather an ille-

pertinent criteria.

It was the Regents of the University of California vs. Allan Bakke
case, that was denied admission to the U.C. Davis Medical School even
though candidates were admin-

Old-timer has the blues

To the Editor:

An observation from an old-
timer at MIT

Two years ago, the students
made such a to-do about the
sawmill and drobber of the re-
stute walls which were mostly
gray or off white. The first
people went out to please, and
bright colors blossomed all over
the walls of the Linac, as well
as in rugs, lounge chairs, office
furniture, etc.

However, now it is the students
and much of the staff who are
all the same, monotonous, dull
color. of course, appropriate and looks beautiful.

Georgia M. Nagle
Reading Room Administrator
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on energy . . .

1. Insulate your attic for the winter.
2. Save electricity, use your fireplace.
3. Make use of solar energy.
4. Start a carpool, double up with a friend.

on Carter . . .

Wait, let he who is without sin cast the first stone.

You pampered princes of the press, you nattering nabobs of negativism, you effete corps of impudent snobs who...

on the nation . . .

Panama Canal

Reagan Canal
MIT first, girls second...

Editor's note: perhaps this is what UA P Peter Berke means when he says MIT students don't get out enough. (Reprinted from February, 1910.)

An article in last night's paper tells of a Tech senior who was so engrossed in his thesis work that he forgot to go to a dance to which he had invited a young lady. The story was told that he had been working all afternoon on his thesis and in the evening he started to take a bath preparatory to dressing for the evening affair. His mind was so wrapped up in his thesis that after taking his bath he got into bed absent-mindedly instead of dressing.

The next morning his family asked him why he did not go to the dance. It was the first time he had thought of it since he got into the bath-tub, but his only comment was, "I wonder how long she waited for me to call for her."

One has to work his imagination overtime to believe this story literally.

Graffiti artists have been terrorizing the Institute lately — literally. (Reprinted from December, 1909)

It seems almost beyond belief that there should be men so ignorant, so devoid of the elements of common decency as to waste their literary talents in scribbling comments, opinions and squibs on the walls and furniture around those buildings and on the notices and posters on the bulletin boards. The defacement of a certain poster placed in the corridor behind the Union to advertise The Tech is a typical example. This poster was made up at the expense of considerable time and expense of considerable time and expense of considerable time.

Looking back

In Saudi Arabia you'll be near the cradle of civilization. You'll see awe-inspiring sights such as the carved cliff tombs of Madain Salih, created over 2,000 years ago some 600 kilometers north of Jeddah. You'll have plenty of time to explore, too, because you'll have a 40-day paid vacation and 12 paid holidays each year. You'll have enough money to travel in style. Your base salary will be competitive with what you can earn in the States. Plus, you'll receive a generous tax-protected expatriate premium.

That means your Saudi Arabian take-home pay will be approximately equal to your gross pay in the States. In addition, you'll be close to the world's top vacation spots. Travel throughout the Middle East. Or fly to Rome, Paris and London. Or visit India to the east, Africa to the west. We'll even fly you back to the States, free, while you're vacationing.

We're looking for Mechanical, Geological, Chemical, Electrical, and Petroleum Engineers with bachelor's, master's, or Ph.D. degrees. If you're graduating this fall, spring, or summer, we'd like to talk to you. Additional information is available now in your career planning office.

ARAMCO
SERVICES COMPANY
1101 Avenue of the Americas, New York, New York, 10036

OUR REPRESENTATIVE WILL BE ON CAMPUS ON FRIDAY, OCTOBER 14.
**Police Blotter**

(The Police Blotter is a report written by the Campus Patrol on crimes, incidents, and actions on the MIT campus each week.)

**Juveniles arrested**

Two juveniles were arrested in the early morning hours of Wednesday when officers responding to a resident's telephone complaint found the two attempting to use their own bicycle parts belonging to the bicycle of a Long Rise resident. The two were charged with Juvenile Delinquency in that they committed a larcery. Routine checks with area police agencies revealed the existence of an outstanding Arrest Warrant charging one of the youth with Assault and Battery upon a Boscon Police Officer. They were arraigned later that morning at the Juvenile session of the Third District Court; trial in the matter has been scheduled for later this month.

**Bike thief nailed**

A thief's worst dream came true Monday evening when a spinning Patrolman proved faster than a thief who bicycled in the 20-yard dash. Alerted by radio from headquarters, the Officer hurried on foot throwing two sets of bolt cutters and fled off the bicycle and began to flee. With the Officer in hot pursuit, the youth quickly gained ground. The thief was arranged later that night at the Juvenile session of the Third District Court; trial in the matter has been scheduled for later this month.

**Faculty picked for sexuality**

(Continued from page 1)

Dealing with students who filed complaints with the Dean for Students office, the Officer had been seduced by faculty members. Faculty members were not named in that article.

**Faculties' interest in politics**

The Faculty's interest in the very early 1970's by antiwar radicals and presently comes out "now and then," according to Kammen. He noted that there are several liberal suits outstanding against Takover.

**You Never Looked So Good**

FREY

Bootsmakers since 1862

M. FRYE & CO.

620 So. Walnut St.

712-251-0121

FREY'S...just a call away.

**How to convince Mom and Dad to buy you a pre-paid Trailways ticket home**

Check boxes, clip out, mail to parents.

**Dear Mom and Dad,**

Things are swell here at college except, of course, the food, which is so bad that I'm down to 91 lbs. I'm living on salted water. I'm sending samples to the biology lab. I'm hoping you'll buy me a pre-paid Trailways ticket home to get a decent meal.

I sure could go for some of Mom's good ol' apple pie. I'm trying to save a few bucks for a pre-paid Trailways ticket.

P.S. Just go to the Trailways station and pay for my ticket. Thanks for making this trip possible with a pre-paid Trailways ticket.

I also need some advice on a personal matter. I'm wondering if you could help me in this area. I'm trying to save a few dollars for a pre-paid Trailways ticket.

If you could give me a few pieces of advice about the Trailways station, I'd be grateful. I'm trying to save a few dollars for a pre-paid Trailways ticket.

Love,

P.S. Just go to the Trailways station and pay for my ticket, tell them who it's for and where I am. I pick the ticket up here when I go to catch the bus.

---

**Send The Tech Home!**


**TRAVEL ANYWHERE in New England by New York's Largest Travel Agency**

Carver Travel

222 Main Street, Tel. 449-2290

24 Offices in New England

**TRAILWAYS**

Riz de Veau

la Financiere

Blood donation. 200 ml. (500 ml. in emergencies) Blood donation helps save lives. It's safe and quick. Your donation is matched to your blood type. Please call 442-6620 to find the date of your appointment.
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**Women in Medicine**

A Focus on Career and Educational Planning and Decision Making

Saturday, October 29, 1977 at the Wellesley College Science Center is geared towards the needs of undergraduate women students and will focus on the issues related to choosing a career in medicine, how to facilitate the process of becoming a medical student, and the continuum of medical education.
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Thinks college is one big time-out.
Holds school record for most games played.
Once managed to drop 7 passes and 3 courses in same day.
Cal drinks Lite Beer from Miller because it's less filling.
With his schedule he can't afford to get filled up.
Today he has to be in two places at once.
Insists on playing center and quarterback.
Spends spare time going to class.

**Lite Beer from Miller,**
Everything you always wanted in a beer. And less.
New Commons plans increase choices

(Continued from page 1)

Brammer the system by which commons plans and rates are determined each year is quite open, with the emphasis on discovering students' wants and needs. The rate review committee, Brammer said, consists largely of representatives and Dormcon members from each of the dormitories. The office of Housing and Food Services is interested in getting a sample of the reasons why many students change from one plan to another or go off commons, which often happens between the fall and spring terms. This curiosity is part of the reason why the food service tries to be as responsive as possible to the students.

Brammer concluded by pointing out that his office is more of a service than a business, as the goal is to serve the students rather than to make a profit. He said also that the best reasonable prediction for this year is that the food service will break even materially.

Students have not always had the variety they now have five years ago, when the only commons option was the 15-meal unlimited second plan. Later, the 19-meal plan was introduced, followed by a "one third" meal plan which came up the year after. When even more choices were desired, the 30-meal plan was dropped and the 200-point plans began.

Commons costs are modified each year to maintain a healthy budget.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tabulation of available Commons plans</th>
<th>19-meal unlimited</th>
<th>15-meal unlimited</th>
<th>15-meal limited</th>
<th>300-points unlimited</th>
<th>300-points limited</th>
<th>200-points unlimited</th>
<th>200-points limited</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cost per day</td>
<td>$6.83</td>
<td>$6.70</td>
<td>$6.62</td>
<td>$8.35</td>
<td>$7.20</td>
<td>$9.72</td>
<td>$6.42</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Percentage of total commons participants (as of Oct. 4)

| 10.1% | 22.7% | 10.7% | 36.1% | 4.0%  | 14.2% | 2.2%   |

Prices were calculated on a per-day (3-meal) basis, and the 8% food tax is included.

Other subjects urged in 1909

(Continued from page 6)

thought on the part of the man who drew it, and he had planned to use it after it had been taken down from the bulletin board. It apparently, is not a new idea.

To the Editor of The Tech:

It has been remarked that students should explore courses in fields outside their majors. This, apparently, is not a new idea.

Reprinted from December, 1909.

The MIT Guild of Bell Ringers gave a handbell demonstration as part of a two hour introduction to the art of change ringing. About 72 students attended the event which was held last Wednesday in Room 9-150.

The MIT Guild of Bell Ringers gave a handbell demonstration as part of a two hour introduction to the art of change ringing. About 72 students attended the event which was held last Wednesday in Room 9-150.
Last of Red-Hot Lovers good, not great

By Kathy Hardin

The Last of the Red Hot Lovers is not as funny as many other Neil Simon plays, nor is it meant to be. Although the show is filled with the cynical quick one-liners which characterize Simon comedies, the play tends to, and sometimes succumbs to, moralizing and probing into American marriage and middle-class life.

This lack of "rolling-in-the-aisles" humor is an integral part of the MIT Community Players' current production. The show is moderately funny in parts, serious in others, and sometimes just nonsensical. In short, it's a good production of a good, but not outstanding, play.

The play concerns a 41-year-old nice Jewish boy named Barney Cashman who would never aggravate his mother nor his wife Thelma. Overweight, shy, and smirking of fish from his restaurant, he decides that life has not only been kind to him, it has gone out of its way to ignore him. Each of the three acts of the play depicts one of his unsuccessful forays into extra-marital romance. Each rencontre is in the initially unromantic surrounding of Barney's mother's apartment and the men themselves — Barney's three illusions of waywardness — present diminishing sexual possibilities from the visibly absurd to the vomitively unceivable.

Barney's first attempted seducer is a blonde and brazen married woman, an archetypal chic and chic who wants to cut the chatter and get down to business. She bullies Barney that every morning is not just a nonstop babbler who couldn't possibly be a great vocal coach if you don't mind getting whipped. The scene ends with the woman smoking pot.

The final episode of attempted seduction concerns his wife's best friend, a melodramatic marriage of his wife, who announces that she'd rather die than betray her husband. Barney's total all attempts at passion by occasionally breaking quiet long enough to comply with his wish to, and sometimes succeeds in, simplifying the "reality" of the high they have just experienced. It has a message to take home if you're middle-aged, badged, and bored with marriage, while it might provide some hysterically funny; it is only moderately humorous. It has a message to take home if you're middle-aged, badged, and bored with marriage, while it might provide some insights if you're young. And if anyone wants to see a "serious comedy" by Neil Simon, this production presents one quite reasonably.

The Last of the Red Hot Lovers is not

By Drew Blakeman

There has been much criticism lately of the National Lampoon style of humor. Some claim it is outdated and trite, and not as hard-punching as it once was. Any of these misconceptions were dispelled by the current version of The National Lampoon Show.

Now on an extended national tour, The Lampoon Show played at Paul's Mall in Boston last week. It was extremely rowdy and raunchy — and funny. All of the humor was in the traditional Lampoon style — off-the-wall and irreverent.

The four National Lampoon Players were joined on a double bill by Slewfoot, a very good progressive country and bluegrass band. The six members of Slewfoot also provided background music for Lampoon's half of the show.

The show's material has been reworked so that this Lampoon Show is completely different from those of only a short time ago. Instead of jokes primarily about Nixon and Watergate, they now reflect current political and sociological scenes. Old favorites such as sex, dope, and death were also parodied.

There are also a large number of musical skits, many of them imitations of both older and more current popular singers such as Bob Dylan, Joan Baez, and Neil Young. All the players have strong voices which mimic these other vocalists accurate and Slewfoot's accompaniments blended into the arrangements well.

Fortunately, there were no Son of Sam, Anita Bryant, or Farrakh Fawwot-Majors tracks to mar the evening. The troupe and its writers have a good sense of timing and topicality, so that none of the routines, even the ones purged from as far back as Lennie's, seemed dull or stale.

The satire of the myriad of singers was most impressive, particularly in a take-off on television advertisements of those awful K-tel records. The number of different voices each of the Lampoon Players can mimic, and the quality of their reproductions, is amazing. From John Denver to Diana Ross, each parody was superb.

Most of the current members of the cast and crew of "NIBC's Saturday Night" were once affiliated with Lampoon shows, and the sagging condition of that program would improve greatly with the infusion of such talented blood as is displayed here.

One of the more uproarious scenes depicts a girl confessing all the sins she had committed in the back seat of her boyfriend's car on a recent date. "He had his hand under the sweater and blouse, but over the bra."

Other hilarious skits concern a Henry Youngman style comedy routine done by Jesus Christ, a scene showing a real jerk trying to pick up a girl in a bar, and a spoof on drug user's attempts to explain the "reality" of the high they have just achieved.

Although it was regrettable short, The National Lampoon Show was fast-paced and extremely humorous. These extremely funny vignettes mocking current lifestyles have lurks which needle their intended victims.
By Paul Hoffman

This is the first installment of what will be a weekly column appearing in The Tech on Fridays. People here should get out more on the weekends; partying is fine, but on Fridays. People here should get out and experience the city.

Cambridge and more on the weekends; partying is fine, but on Fridays. People here should get out and experience the city. There is a list of selected events going on around Cambridge and Boston.

Movies

Amarcord — Fellini’s most undersan

able film. Amarcord is a reminiscence of

his life, from early childhood through

adolescence. LSC has already shown it.

Fantasia — This is the most famous, unim-

inated film ever, and its fame is well

preserved. It’s a masterpiece of anima-

tion. LSC has already shown it.

Superman: The Movie — This is the ini-

tial Superman film, and it is still a thrill.

It’s a good origin story and a great in-

troduction to the Superman universe.

Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles — The

first film in the TMNT series. It’s a fun

and action-packed movie. LSC has al-

ready shown it.

Spartak, Scientist, and Eisenhower: A

Memoir of the First Special Assistant to the

President for Science and Technology by

James R. Killian, Jr., MIT Press, $14.95.

By Mark James

In October of 1957 the Soviet Union put

into orbit the first artificial satellite, Speri-

nik. Many Americans reacted with pan-

ic, claiming that the United States had fallen

behind the Soviets in both missile technol-

ogy and scientific prowess in general. Al-

though he perceived this clamor to be largely overreaction, President Eisenhower decided that something should be done to reassure the public and to bolster efforts to close any real gap that might exist.

One of his first actions was to appoint MIT’s President as his science adviser. In this post Killian headed the President’s Science Advisory Committee (PSAC), a group of well-known scientists from industry and major universities. Spaski, Scientists, and Eisenhower is primarily an examination of how this group developed opinions on science policy ques-

ons, and how these judgements affected policy after Killian transmitted them to the

President.

The body of the book is devoted to how the PSAC dealt with questions such as the funding of the space program, missile development, negotiations on a nuclear test ban, and the improvement of science education. For the most part, Killian does not stress his own analyses of these issues; rather, he concentrates on the Committee’s work as a group and on the ways of its members, for whom Killian has consid-

erable praise.

Even when Killian strongly disagrees with the actions of some government of-

Please turn to page 12.
Killian recalls advising Eisenhower

(Continued from page 11)

ficial, he has a knack for adding a positive spin. Altogether, the author portrays his Washington experience as a very positive one.

More than keeping pace on his co-

The MIT Community Players open their 1977-78 season with Neil Simon's poignant drama, The Late Christophers. Performances will be on Oct. 14 and Oct. 15. All perfor-

mances start at 8pm in the Kresge Little Theatre. Admission is $3.96. For reserva-

tions, call 253-4720.

Producer Don Gregory will present a new show of two weeks beginning Mon.,

Oct. 17 through Sat., Oct. 29. The new one-

man play was written by Philip Hayes Dean about the life of one of the most extraordinary Americans of this century. The performance schedule is Mon. thru Sat. evenings at 8pm, with matinees on Wed. and Sat. at 2pm. Call 227-5556 for more information.

Music Director Seiji Ozawa conducts the Boston Symphony Orchestra in the first Boston performance of Schumann's Gasteig's lyrical documentary Frere la Tour, a dazzling study of the growing Tour de France bicycle race. Rounding out the pro-

gram will be Mike Hoover's prize-winning mountain climbing film Solo, and Ryan Lark's exquisite animation, Walking. For more information, call 547-3255.

Now playing and continuing until Tue.,

Nov. 1, at Off the Wall, 861 Main St., Cam-

bridge, will be the New England pre-

miere of Werner Herzog's 1975 film, The Great Enemy of the Sculptor Steiner. Herzog's lyrical documentary (45 minutes long) is about Walter Steiner, a Swiss woodcutter who is also the world's great-

est ski jumper. Also playing will be the New England premiere of Louis Malle's Lovers, a stunning documentary of France bicycle race. Round-

ing out the program will be Mike Hoover's prize-winning mountain climbing film Solo, and Ryan Lark's exquisite animation, Walking. For more information, call 547-3255.

Music Director Seiji Ozawa conducts the Boston Symphony Orchestra in the first Boston performance of Schumann's Gasteig's lyrical documentary Frere la Tour, a dazzling study of the growing Tour de France bicycle race. Rounding out the pro-

gram will be Mike Hoover's prize-winning mountain climbing film Solo, and Ryan Lark's exquisite animation, Walking. For more information, call 547-3255.

Music Director Seiji Ozawa conducts the Boston Symphony Orchestra in the first Boston performance of Schumann's Gasteig's lyrical documentary Frere la Tour, a dazzling study of the growing Tour de France bicycle race. Rounding out the program will be Mike Hoover's prize-winning mountain climbing film Solo, and Ryan Lark's exquisite animation, Walking. For more information, call 547-3255.

Music Director Seiji Ozawa conducts the Boston Symphony Orchestra in the first Boston performance of Schumann's Gasteig's lyrical documentary Frere la Tour, a dazzling study of the growing Tour de France bicycle race. Rounding out the program will be Mike Hoover's prize-winning mountain climbing film Solo, and Ryan Lark's exquisite animation, Walking. For more information, call 547-3255.
The annual Harry S. Truman Scholarship Award will be made to an MIT student graduating in June. Any student wishing to apply for this national competition should submit his or her plans for graduate study and an academic career. These essays should indicate your interests in university teaching, public service, and an academic career. Written essays must be submitted to Dean Jeanne Richard in the Graduate School Office (Rm. 3-136), or call x3-4899. The Davis and Greene Band Monday Oct. 17 - Tuesday Oct. 18 Pine Tree John and the Woolpullers Wednesday Oct. 18 - Thursday Oct. 19 Johnny & the Luncheonettes Friday, October 14, 6 p.m. to 10 p.m. Nov 28 Nov 29

For three days in October, Boston will be the literary capital of America.

It happens every fall when The Boston Globe Book Festival gets under way at the John B. Hynes Auditorium in Boston. This year more than 50 outstanding authors will be on hand to speak and autograph their latest books. Among them are Alistair Cooke, Art Buchwald, Betty Friedan, Vance Packard, Robin Cook, Howard Zinn, Toni Morrison, Edwin Newman, Roberta Strauss Feuerlicht, Maya Angelou, Priscilla McClintock, Ulrike Welsh and Paul Szep.

There'll be hundreds of exhibits, lectures, demonstrations, seminars, a special poetry program, a festival of award winning films and thousands upon thousands of books. There'll be music, food and even special entertainment for kids in the Children's Corner featuring story-telling, games, puppet shows, sing-a-longs, crafts and films. So bring your whole family.

This is the Festival's tenth anniversary. And we want everyone in Boston to come.

For a complete schedule of events, see The Boston Globe Calendar, Thursday, October 13.
Tampa Bay to win first game

By Drew Blakeman
This week is a whole slew of key games that are marathons of old rivalries, struggles for first place, and fights for survival. It's too bad that more of the ones worth watching won't be on television.

Minneapolis 23, Chicago 19 -
The Bears won't be pushed-up enough to beat the Vikings after their come-from-behind upset of Los Angeles last Monday.

Baltimore 31, Kansas City 13 -
Nothing's looking up in Kansas City this weekend as the invading Colts will remain undefeated by romping over hapless Chiefs.

Tampa Bay 10, Seattle 0 -
Yes! The game of the year! And a shutout, no less. Who said there wasn't more of the ones worth watching on television.

Los Angeles 27, New Orleans 10 -
The Saints can't win on the road. Come to think of it, they can't win at home either. Joe Namath should have a better passing game for the Saints to win on the road.

Denver 28, Oakland 27 -
Don't look now, but the Raiders just might be a little too overconfident and underestimate those surprising good Denver Broncos.

Atlanta 17, Buffalo 3 -
All of Atlanta is stunned. Could it be possible? The Falcons in first place? They aren't playing their best, but they're getting ready.

New York Giants 14, San Francisco 3 -
The poor 49ers. They can't win on the road. Come to think of it, they can't win at home either. Joe Namath should have a better passing game for the Saints to win on the road.

New England 31, San Diego 30 -
After basking in last week's romping over hapless Seattle for too long, the Patriots will manage to pull this one out in the last minute.

Dallas 27, Washington 23 -
No matter what anyone else says, this is the rivalry in pro football today. Both teams will be out for blood. A Cowboy victory here will all but clinch the division for them.

Cleveland 7, Houston 0 -
The four teams in the AFC West are all going to finish in the top two with 9-5 records. At least they'll all be relatively close.

St. Louis 24, Philadelphia 10 -
The Cardinals will somehow keep from becoming completely extinct by beating the Eagles, but they are quickly being eliminated from the race.

Miami 37, New York Jets 17 -
Will success spoil the Jets? Perhaps not, but the Dolphins will drive the point home.

Detroit 20, Green Bay 16 -
The Lions are going to keep alive by blustering past the Packers. Greg Landry is still the NFC's leading quarterback, believe it or not.

Pittsburgh 31, Cincinnati 28 -
Crouch's Monday Night Warfare is on again, and this installment ought to be a war-saw bruise with and incredibly wild finish.

Last Season: 10-4-0
Season: 38-18-0

W runners improving

By Marc Kappus
Running for the first time on the treacherous Fitchburg course, the MIT women's cross-country team was narrowly edged out of first place in last weekend's triangular meet won by Holyoke.

Shining improvement over the previous week's strong third place finish at the Brandeis quadrangular meet, the young MIT team barely scores at the team to beat in next week's Greater Boston Championship after coming in third at Haverford and Dartmouth in triangular meet at Friday.

The Fitchburg runners, taking the home course advantage, were able to take only a first and a third among the top seven positions. However, MIT, the underdogs, took second, fourth, and seventh positions. MIT's strong contingent consists of Celeste Sutter '78, Kathy Kalmeyer '78, Kathy Koren '78, Leslie Chou '78, Susan Krolewski '80, and Cynthia Rood '80.

The success of this year's team is due to the superb coaching of Professor Bill Brace, a professor in the earth science department, who has guided his fine crew with dedication and determination.

IAP '78

Descriptions of Activities for the First IAP Guide due:

Wednesday, October 19

Requests for funding due:

Friday, October 21

Activity listing forms and requests for funding are available in the IAP Office, Rm 7-108, x3-1668.

*So that awards can be made in time for publication of the Final Guide.
Sailors battle gusts, take fourth at Yale

By Audrey Greenhill

Fighting strong, gusty winds which forced the cancellation of four of last weekend's nine scheduled regattas, the MIT sailing teams continued to perform well. The varsity finished fourth in an invitational at Yale while the freshmen and women each placed third in their regattas.

At Yale, consistent sailing, despite variable wind conditions, earned the varsity team a fourth in the 16-school field. They would have finished second, but a disqualification dropped them back.

Elliot Rossen '79 and crew Steve Dalton '81 placed sixth in A-division. Freshmen Ed Marcus and Keith Robine co-skippered in B-division finishing fourth.

At Coast Guard in the New England Sloop Championships MIT, URI, and Tufts were the chief contenders in the seven-school field. MIT finished third in regatta and the White Trophy, although competition for first was close between the 3 schools.

The freshmen team continued to sail strongly, finishing third out of a field of ten schools in a Lark regatta held at Tufts on Sunday. The winds which forced the cancellation of other regattas did not discourage the sailors at Tufts, although only four races in both divisions were held because of numerous capsizes. Keith Ruhine and crew Chris Brown finished fifth in A-division where the difference between first and each place was only six points. In B-division Ed Marcus with crew Paul Bleloch placed third.

Saturday and Sunday the women hosted the Emily Wich Trophy in Larks. The wind on Saturday cooperated well as six of the required eight races in each division were held. By the end of the day MIT was in second place not far behind Radcliffe. MIT was still in striking range of first after each of the division's seventh races Sunday, but a capsize in the eighth set lost the opportunity. The team finished third out of eight, close behind Radcliffe and Tufts.

There will be an Athletic Chairmen's Workshop Sun., Oct. 16 at 7:30pm and Mon., Oct. 17 at 8pm in the T-Club Lounge. Attendance by athletic chairmen at one of these meetings is mandatory.

**Entry forms for intramural hockey are due 3pm Fri., Oct. 21. Player's athletic card numbers must be included on the team rosters. Team entries will not be accepted from any group having unpaid fines. Contact Phil Zylberman at 247-7775 for more information.***

The IM Cross-Country meet will be held Sun., Nov. 6, at Fresh Pond. Registration of teams will begin at 10am. Team rosters are due in the IM Cross-Country manager's mailbox by Wed., Nov. 2, at 5pm. Team rosters must contain at least four names. For more information, contact John Hayaishi at 536-4833.

The eleventh annual Head of the Charles regatta will be held Sun., Oct. 17.

mit student center

information x37911
Brandeis upended by Tech booters, 2-1

By Tom Currie

"A great team effort," said Coach Walter Alessi. "That is how soccer coach Walter Alessi described his team's 2-1 upset of Brandeis in Tuesday's first round of the Women's National Intercollegiate Soccer Tournament. The victory was a come-from-behind effort. Brandeis scored the game's first goal on the opening minutes of the second half. The Judges held the lead until the second half, when the score stood 1-0. Brandeis' assist was made on the score by Brandeis' forward on the second goal. Brandeis' assist was made on the score by Brandeis' forward on the second goal.

The victory was a come-from-behind effort. Brandeis scored the game's first goal on the opening minutes of the second half. The Judges held the lead until the second half, when the score stood 1-0. Brandeis' assist was made on the score by Brandeis' forward on the second goal. Brandeis' assist was made on the score by Brandeis' forward on the second goal.

Two goals by Brandeis in the final minutes of the first half put Tech behind by a score of 4-0. The women made a quick start in the first game. After Tech had a large point on the first goal, the women continued to work on the fundamentals - passing, shooting, and picking up the ball. The game was a 1-0 victory for Tech.

Women's varsity volleyball team rolled over Brandeis this season as they claimed a 15-2 victory. The opponent's deep court was very difficult for Tech to handle. The women had a quick start in the first game. After Tech had a large point on the first goal, the women continued to work on the fundamentals - passing, shooting, and picking up the ball. The game was a 1-0 victory for Tech.

Women's sailing brought home a 3rd place finish in the first meeting of the season. The team's part of the competition was effective, because after the time-out they held their lead. The women had a quick start in the first game. After Tech had a large point on the first goal, the women continued to work on the fundamentals - passing, shooting, and picking up the ball. The game was a 1-0 victory for Tech.

Road runs have a way of shortening the distance. On this basis next year's (October 9, 1978) may top Boston for participation, beyond that the only limit seems to be the number of people that can fit on the Harvard Bridge at one time.

By W. F. Brace (W. F. Brace is the MIT women's cross-country coach.)

The Charles River Basin played host Monday to the largest women's road race in history, Boston's first Bonne Bell Mini-Marathon. 2,328 women and one unofficial man competed over a 10-kilometer course which went from the Jimmy Regan past MIT to the Science Museum and back to the Hyatt via Storrow and Harvard Bridge. Appropriately, MIT was well represented, with about 20 runners.

At the 50 minute mark, runners were crossing the finish line as the rate of 1:00 per minute. A total of 1,977 women finished the race.

Volleyball smashes BC

By Alan Albin

MIT women's varsity volleyball team rolled over the Boston College team on Wednesday, October 6. Defeating them in three games straight. This upped Rich Ftcn/e '77, to Yale's one in the final period. Coach Benedick was especially pleased with this aspect of the team's performance - the desire to come back after being down. The team was still far from perfect in the fundamentals - passing, shooting, and picking up the ball. The game was a 1-0 victory for Tech.

The victory was a come-from-behind effort. Brandeis scored the game's first goal on the opening minutes of the second half. The Judges held the lead until the second half, when the score stood 1-0. Brandeis' assist was made on the score by Brandeis' forward on the second goal. Brandeis' assist was made on the score by Brandeis' forward on the second goal.

Two goals by Brandeis in the final minutes of the first half put Tech behind by a score of 4-0. The women made a quick start in the first game. After Tech had a large point on the first goal, the women continued to work on the fundamentals - passing, shooting, and picking up the ball. The game was a 1-0 victory for Tech.

Women's sailing brought home a 3rd place finish in the first meeting of the season. The team's part of the competition was effective, because after the time-out they held their lead. The women had a quick start in the first game. After Tech had a large point on the first goal, the women continued to work on the fundamentals - passing, shooting, and picking up the ball. The game was a 1-0 victory for Tech.
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